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a b s t r a c t
The production of cheap CMOS cameras, which are able to capture rich multimedia
content, combined with the creation of low-power circuits, gave birth to what is called
Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs). WMSNs introduce several new research
challenges, mainly related to mechanisms to deliver application-level Quality-of-Service
(e.g., latency minimization). Such issues have almost completely been ignored in traditional WSNs, where the research focused on energy consumption minimization. Towards
achieving this goal, the technique of cooperative caching multimedia content in sensor
nodes can efﬁciently address the resource constraints, the variable channel capacity and
the in-network processing challenges associated with WMSNs. The technological advances
in gigabyte-storage ﬂash memories make sensor caching to be the ideal solution for latency
minimization. Though, with caching comes the issue of maintaining the freshness of
cached contents. This article proposes a new cache consistency and replacement policy,
called NICC, to address the cache consistency issues in a WMSN. The proposed policies recognize and exploit the mediator nodes that relay on the most ‘‘central” points in the sensor
network so that they can forward messages with small latency. With the utilization of
mediator nodes that lie between the source node and cache nodes, both push-based and
pull-based strategies can be applied in order to minimize the query latency and the communication overhead. Simulation results attest that NICC outperforms the state-of-the-art
cache consistency policy for MANETs.
Ó 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The convergence of the Internet, communications, and
information technologies, coupled with recent advances
in engineering ﬁelds, paved the way for the production of
inexpensive sensors, capable of achieving orders of magnitude spatial and temporal resolution and accuracy, compared to what was the situation a decade ago. This
generation of the sensors established the now mature
research and development area of wireless sensor
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networks [1] (WSNs). The deployment of networks of hundreds of sensors created a wealth of applications, like military applications (e.g., monitoring friendly/inimical forces
and equipment, attack detection, targeting), environmental
applications (e.g., microclimates, ﬂood detection, precision
agriculture), health applications (e.g., remote monitoring
of physiological data, elderly assistance), commercial
applications (e.g., inventory control).
More recently, the production of cheap CMOS cameras
and microphones, which can acquire rich media content
from the environment, created a new tidal wave into the
evolution of wireless sensor networks. For instance, the
Cyclops imaging module [2] is a light-weight imaging
module which can be adapted to MICA21 or MICAz sensor
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nodes. Thus, a new class of WSNs came to the scene, the
Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) [3].
Ian Akyildiz and his colleagues emphasized in their article [3] that WMSNs require us to rethink the computation–
communication paradigm of traditional WSNs; this computation paradigm has almost exclusively focused on the
preservation of the nodes’ energy, with the ultimate target
of prolonging the network’s lifetime. Although the achievement of this goal remains fundamental in WMSNs, the
applications implemented by WMSNs have a second goal,
as important as the energy consumption, to be pursued;
this goal is the delivery of application-level data and the
mapping of this requirement to network layer metrics, like
latency. This goal has (almost) been ignored in mainstream
research efforts on traditional WSNs. WMSNs must address
the following challenges:
 Energy, and processing capability constraints.
 Variable channel capacity, because the multi-hop nature
of WMSNs implies that the capacity of each wireless link
depends on the interference level among nodes.
 The need for multimedia in-network processing; sensor
nodes are required to store rich media, and also to
retrieve such media from remote sensor nodes with
short latency.
Under these restrictions/requirements, the goal of
achieving application-level QoS in WMSNs becomes a very
challenging task. We could think of several ways to attack
parts of this problem borrowing techniques from the ‘wireless world’, e.g., channel-adaptive streaming [4], joint
source-channel coding [5]; though, none of them can provide solutions to all of the three aforementioned issues,
esp. to in-network processing, thus alternative techniques
should be pursued. Moreover, we could seek for solutions
which have been developed in the context of the databases
and WWW [6,7], but still these methodologies are not
applicable because they do not suppose resource-starving
nodes/links and moreover the patterns of communication
between clients and servers is much more constrained,
from many clients to a very speciﬁc (predeﬁned) set of
servers, but in our context, the pattern of communication
is the most generic possible: any sensor can request and
serve (relay) data. Therefore, even though the considered
environment does not seem novel, a closer examination reveals that the challenges presented can not be dealt with
the aid of already established techniques.
The success of the applications fuelled by WMSNs will
be determined at a large degree by the technological advances related to the development of appropriate storage
devices for sensor nodes, namely ﬂash storage devices.
The progress in this ﬁeld is another indication of the rapid
proliferation of WMSNs. Recent market predictions forecast that within the next three years the capacity of the
ﬂash memories (e.g., NAND) will be at the order of Terabytes. Presently, the NAND ﬂash devices can store a few
gigabytes data [8] and a lot of research work is devoted
to developing appropriate data structuring mechanisms
suitable for ﬂash memories [9,10].
Under the assumption that each sensor node has a local
storage capacity associated with it, we could collectively
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address the aforementioned challenges of WMSNs exploiting the technique of cooperative caching. In cooperative
caching, multiple sensor nodes share and coordinate cache
data without always having to visit the data centers. Since
the battery lifetime can be extended if we manage to reduce the ‘‘amount” of communication, caching the useful
data for each sensor either in its local store or in the near
neighborhood can prolong the network lifetime and reduce
the communication overhead and the data sources workload. Additionally, caching can be very effective in reducing the need for network-wide transmissions, thus
reducing the interference and overcoming the variable
channel conditions. Cooperative caching can also speedup the multimedia in-network processing, because the
processing and delivery of multimedia content are not
independent. Thus, cooperative caching results in lower latency, energy dissipation and packet loss.
With caching comes the problem of maintaining the
coherency of the cached data, namely the cache consistency
problem. A lot of cache consistency policies have been proposed in the literature of databases, operating systems, and
cellular wireless networks, and a handful of policies for ad
hoc networks (see Section 2). Though, none of them can
address the challenges of WMSNs. In our work, we study
how to use application-level cache consistency to address
these challenges. Example scenarios are illustrated in the
following:
 In a battleﬁeld sensor nodes are dispersed in a large target area where each sensor node is equipped with a
communication device and a micro-camera that can
take a photograph of its region. The sensors update the
photographs taken and share with each other the new
photographs, in order to built a more suitable view of
the region that is being monitored. This is because every
micro-camera can capture a limited view of the region
either due to the sensor node’s position or because of
the obstacles that exist nearby the sensor node. However, every sensor node requests and receives a large
number of photographs taken by other sensor nodes
through multi-hop communication and constructs a
large and accurate image of the monitored area. Every
photograph has a unique identiﬁer comprised by the
region, the sensor and the time that the photograph
has been taken. According to these features, a sensor
can request a photograph of its interest and concludes
about its freshness. Therefore, each military unit that
lies in the battleﬁeld can communicate with nearby sensor nodes to obtain an accurate view of the target region.
This operation is crucial since each military unit can
monitor more efﬁciently its corresponding perimeter.
 In a military scenario again [11], suppose there exists a
sensor network which collects multimedia information
about nearby activities. These data are queried in a
dynamic fashion by soldiers to help them achieve their
mission goals, to avoid possible sources of danger, and
they are also queried by commanders to assess the progress of the whole mission. The queried data are realtime as well as long-term data about enemy activities
(e.g., to answer a question such as where the supply
lines are located). Thus, data must be cached at the sen-
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sors to enable fast resolution of queries that span temporally short and long periods (e.g., days or even
months), and such queries might originate from any part
of the sensor network since the users (soldiers, commanders) are mobile and will submit their query to
the nearest sensor.
 WMSNs can also be used in environmental monitoring.
A large number of sensors can be deployed in a forest
to prevent a disaster like ﬁre or laying down refuse. This
could be achieved through photographs taken by each
sensor node. Rich multimedia data dissemination and
sharing can offer an accurate view of the monitoring
area. Thus, the human groups that monitor and protect
the forest can communicate with a few sensors in order
to obtain a detailed view of the forest area that is
responsible for. This is because each sensor node can
gather through multi-hop communication the pictures
taken by other sensor nodes and create a large image
of the corresponding subarea.
In this paper, we propose a novel and high-performance
cache consistency protocol for cooperative caching, the
NICC policy, named after the words Node Importance-based
Cache Consistency for maintaining consistency in WMSNs.
The proposed protocol is a hybrid push/pull algorithm that
uses minimal message overheads to maintain data consistency. With the introduction of ‘‘mediator nodes”, the
caching invalidation performance can be improved greatly.
Since there is no prior work on cache freshness for WMSNs,
we compare the proposed protocol with the state-of-theart consistency policy for mobile ad hoc networks, which
is the ‘‘closer” competitor. Using the J-Sim simulation environment [12], we perform an experimental evaluation of
the two methods, which attests that the proposed NICC
policy prevails over its competitor.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: in Section
2 we review the relevant work and record the contributions of the paper. Section 3 describes the system model
and necessary preliminaries of our work. In Section 4 we
present the details of the NICC protocol, and in Section 5
we present the results of the performance evaluation of
the methods; ﬁnally, Section 6 concludes the article.

2. Relevant work
The issue of cache consistency is a thoroughly investigated area in the ﬁeld of databases, operating/ﬁle systems,
Web, and in wireless cellular (one-hop) networks. The article [13] contains an excellent categorization and survey of
the most popular techniques developed for maintaining
the cache freshness in these environments. In general,
there exist two generic directions for notifying about the
updates done in the data by the source nodes. Either the
source nodes will disseminate, i.e., push, these changes
via invalidation reports [14,15], or alternatively, the nodes
caching the data, will query the source nodes, i.e., pull
the updated data of interest [16,17].
In push-based strategies the source node needs to continuously or periodically send data to cache nodes. The
modiﬁcations for a data item are pushed to the entire net-

work using ﬂooding. Each node, that receives the invalidation message, has to check its cache and invalidates the
appropriate data. The advantage of the push scheme is
the good consistency guarantees that provides and its simplicity. However this scheme suffers from unnecessary update transmissions, since not all previously interested
nodes, are still interested in the updated data. It also increases the control message overhead due to subsequent
broadcasts of the invalidation messages and entails message processing at every node.
In pull-based strategies, whenever a cache node needs
data, the node can send a message to the server, and the
server responds with the data. Thus, the cache nodes are
responsible for maintaining consistency of their cached
data items. The advantage of this scheme is the strong consistency guarantees and it is suitable for dynamic networks
where there are frequent node disconnections and connections. However, this scheme suffers from too many polling
messages travelling through the network, since the caching
nodes have no way of knowing when or how often the updates take place in the source nodes. Also, the latency increases as the response time includes an additional delay,
that it generated by the cache nodes querying the source
nodes. Due to communication overhead the energy consumption will increase. Clearly, a hybrid among these policies would be the ideal solution, although some attempts
to deploy them for ad hoc networks have been proposed in
the literature [18].
Indeed, the articles [19,20] proposed such a hybrid policy for mobile ad hoc networks, and they comprise the
most relevant research works to our proposed protocol.
The ‘‘Proximity Regions for Caching in Cooperative
MP2P” (PReCinCt) scheme [20] divides the network topology into geographical regions, where each region is
responsible for a set of keys representing the data. Each
peer uses a region table to keep the location information
of all regions in the whole network. Additionally, each
key is then mapped to a region location based on a geographical hash function. A geographic-aided routing protocol is used to route trafﬁc of each data retrieval. In order to
further save bandwidth for each data retrieval, PReCinCt
incorporates a cooperative caching scheme that caches relevant data among a set of peers in a region. When a peer
requests a data item, it ﬁrst ﬂoods the request in the region
in which it resides (home region). If the data item cannot
found in home region, the request is forwarded towards
the destination region. The ﬁrst node inside the destination
region receiving the request message ﬂoods the message
within the region to locate the peer caching the requested
item. The PReCinCt scheme is also equipped with a cache
consistency mechanism. The caching scheme considers
data popularity, data size and region-distance during
replacement to optimize cache content of peers. PReCinCt
employs a hybrid push/pull mechanism to maintain data
consistency among replicas in the network. However, the
ﬂooding technique increases the network trafﬁc and battery depletion, especially when the region boundary are
big and many sensor nodes reside in each region. Communication overhead is also generated when the location of
each region has to be published in the entire network. Another drawback of the PReCinCt scheme is that each peer is
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location-aware. This imposes a constraint in sensor networks since each sensor should equipped with GPS-like
hardware. Finally, it is not clear which is the optimal number of regions and the number of sensor nodes that reside
in each of them. Thus, in a battleﬁeld, where sensor nodes
are dispersed in a large target area and are not equipped
with GPS-like hardware, the regions is quite difﬁcult to
be deﬁned dynamically.
The ‘‘Relay Peer-based Caching Consistency” (RPCC) policy [19] exploited ‘‘intervening” nodes, called relay nodes to
implement this hybrid push/pull policy. With the help of
relay peers between the source node and cache nodes, both
push-based and pull-based strategies can be employed,
which helps to reduce the communication overhead and
query latency. The source host pushes the data to relay
peers and cache hosts pull the data from relay peers. These
operations can be performed asynchronously and simultaneously. The peers, that can listen to the invalidation messages sent from the source host of its cached data item, can
become relay peers (each source host sent the invalidation
message within a distance less than a number of hops). The
authors use three parameters to deﬁne the relay peer selection criterion. The ﬁrst parameter is the coefﬁcient of peer
access rate (CAR). The second parameter is the coefﬁcient
of stability of a node (CS), while the third parameter is the
coefﬁcient of the energy level of a node (CE). The authors
predeﬁne also three thresholds, one for each parameter,
namely thCAR ; thCS and thCE . A relay peer is considered candidate
relay
peer
if
it
satisﬁes
ðCAR < thCAR Þ^
ðCS > thCS Þ ^ ðCE > thCE Þ. Only after the cache peer receives
an approval message from the source host, it can switch
into a relay peer. However, the use of thresholds is a drawback, since it is quite difﬁcult to deﬁne some values that are
applicable to all network topologies and for different
amount and different densities of sensor nodes. Additionally, a communication overhead generated during the
broadcasting of invalidation messages from source hosts.
This is because pure ﬂooding technique is adopted. Thus,
in case of a dense network topology the number of messages dispersed in network are increased signiﬁcant.
Nevertheless, none of the two aforementioned policies
considers the latency minimization criterion, which is vital
for WMSNs. Moreover, they pay special attention in the design of the consistency policy so as to deal with MANET
node mobility, which is almost absent in WMSNs. In particular, the method that RPCC uses to select the relays is
based on a lot of administratively tuned parameters, which
heavily rely on the query pattern of the nodes, thus refraining this policy for being adaptive. Our goal is similar to
theirs but the NICC protocol proposed in this paper is more
efﬁcient in terms of communication overhead, energy dissipation and query latency.
Closely related works are the cache cooperation protocols developed for sensors [21,22] and ad hoc networks
[23–28], but these protocols do not have a cache freshness
maintenance component. The former protocols are based
on centrality concepts in order to identify sensor nodes
which control and coordinate the caching decisions; the
NICoCa protocol [21] uses the well-known betweenness
centrality metric for that task, and the PCICC protocol
[22] is based on a novel metric that identiﬁes sensors
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which are in dense areas of the network topology, curing
at the same time some deﬁciencies of the betweenness
centrality metric. In [29] the authors present an on demand relay placement algorithm in order to solve the
problem of placing relay nodes in network regions where
congestion is detected. Remotely related to the present
work are the cache placement algorithms developed for
wireless sensor networks [30,31] and ad hoc networks
[32], the intrusion detection and intruder identiﬁcation
algorithms for cache consistency policies for ad hoc networks [33], and ﬁnally caching architectures and protocols
for Internet-based wireless ad hoc and mesh networks
[34–36].
2.1. Motivation and contributions
Motivated by the weaknesses of the current cooperative
cache consistency protocols and the unique requirements
of the WMSNs, we propose a cooperative cache consistency policy, namely the NICC protocol, which is based on
the idea of exploiting the sensor network topology, so as
to discover which nodes are more important than the others, in terms of their position in the network. In summary,
the article’s contributions are the following:
 It introduces a new cooperative cache consistency protocol in order to maintain fresh data in WMSNs with
the use of a metric that captures the signiﬁcance of sensor node in the network topology. The discovery of signiﬁcant sensor nodes will imply short latency in
retrieval.
 Description of a cooperative cache consistency protocol.
 Development of the algorithm for disseminating the
updates to caching sensor nodes and for purging out of
the caches the less valuable data.
 Performance evaluation of the protocol and comparison
with the state-of-the-art cooperative caching protocol
for MANETs, namely RPCC, using an established simulation package (J-Sim).

3. System model
A WMSN consists of a collection of wireless interconnected sensor nodes deployed throughout the sensor ﬁeld.
There is no central server to maintain cache consistency.
Each node is assigned a unique identiﬁer in the system.
We assume that l is the total number of sensor nodes
and each node is denoted by SN ¼ fSN 1 ; SN 2 ; . . . ; SNl g. Each
data item has also a unique identiﬁer. We consider that m
is the total number of data items and each data item is denoted by D ¼ fD1 ; D2 ; . . . ; Dm g. Every data item is being assigned to each sensor node. Thus, each node is the data
source of a unique data item (for example each sensor node
with the use of micro-camera can capture an image). We
assume that the data source of data item Di is SNi . Several
copies of the same data item could be disseminated in the
network and cached either by the mediator nodes or cache
nodes. Each node has limited cache space, so only a portion
of D can be cached locally. If the cache space of a node is
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full and it has to cache a new data item, the node needs to
select an item from its cache for replacement. The modiﬁcations to a data item is being initiated only by the data
source. Thus, only the data source has the most updated
version of the data item.
 The sensor nodes are static. In the majority of applications, sensor nodes have no mobility.
 Links are bidirectional, thus if node SNi can communicate with node SNj then node SNi is also reachable from
node SN j .
 The computation and communication capabilities are
the same for all network nodes.
 One data item is being assigned to each sensor node and
data items have varying sizes. Thus, each node constitute a data source.
 Every node can cache a number of data items, that it is
being deﬁned by the cache size.
 Every node calculates its signiﬁcant neighbors (mediator
nodes). Therefore, a node can be in two states: ordinary
or mediator.
 Every node uses a routing protocol in order to send
requests to source nodes.
 Every mediator node holds the following information for
each cached data item:
– DataID. It is the identiﬁcation of the data item.
– Source node ID that maintains the original copy of
the cached data item.
– Data item.
– Size. The size of the data item is signiﬁcant, since it
contributes in the calculation of the cache replacement function.
– Time to refresh. Each mediator node needs to know
the time to refresh value, in order to attest the validity of cached data item. When time to refresh value is
less than 0, data item is no longer valid.
– Average number of hops of nodes requesting the data
item. Every request contains a counter that computes
the number of nodes that has passed by. Each sensor
node increase the counter by one unit before forwarding the request. Thus, each mediator node is
able to compute the average number of hops
between the requesting nodes and itself. The bigger
the distance between the requesting nodes and the
mediator node, the more likely to remain in the
cache during the cache replacement procedure.
– Access rate. The access rate indicates the frequency
that a cached item is being requested.
– Update rate. The update rate determines the frequency that a data item is being modiﬁed
– Version. The version of a data item is being assigned
by the source node (the node that owns the request).

In the rest of the paper we use a number of notations.
The complete list is presented in Table 1.
3.1. Problem formulation
Given an ad hoc network of sensor nodes GðV; EÞ with
jdataIDj data items D1 ; D2 ; . . . ; DjdataIDj , where data item Dj

Table 1
List of notations.
Variable

Description

G
V
E
dataID
SN
src-req
src-med
TTL
TTR
DUI
CL
AR
UR
AvgHops

The graph corresponding to the ad hoc sensor network
The set of sensor nodes of G
The set of links between nodes of G
The id of data item
Sensor node
The id of the requester node
The id of the mediator node
Time to live of an invalidation message
Time to refresh of data item at mediator node
Data update interval of data item at source node
Consistency level (weak, delta, strong)
Access rate of a data item
Update rate of a data item
Average number of hops between the requesting and
the responding node

can be served by a sensor SNo , a sensor may act as a server
of multiple data items and has capacity of jmo j units. We
use aij to denote the access frequency with which a sensor
SNi requests the data item Dj and dil to denote the distance
(in hops) between sensors i and l. The cache consistency
problem is an online problem, with the goal being the
selection of a set of sets M  fM1 ; M 2 ; . . . ; M jdataIDj g, where
Mj is a set of sensors that store a copy of Dj , to minimize
the total access cost:

sðG; MÞ ¼

X
X jdataIDj
i2V

j¼1

aij  min dil
fSj g[Mj

respecting the consistency requirements of Dj , and fulﬁlling the memory capacity constraint that:

jfM j ji 2 Mj gj 6 mi

for all i 2 V:

Since it can be easily be proven that this problem is NPhard, in the next sections we develop online algorithms
to achieve the aforementioned goals.
4. The NICC consistency protocol for cooperative
caching in WMSNs
In order to address the latency requirement of WMSNs,
we attempt to identify some sensor nodes as being more
‘‘important” than the others, w.r.t. coordinating the procedure of cache coherency check and update messages forwarding. These nodes will be called ‘‘mediator” nodes,
and will play the role of the representatives of the source
(originator) nodes of the data in their communication with
the cache nodes which store replicas of these data (sinks).
The mediator nodes constitute the main point of the
cache coherence protocol. Each sensor node elects a number of mediator nodes that lie on the most ‘‘central” points
in the sensor network neighborhood. The mediator selection procedure is localized with small communication
overhead that is being performed once at the beginning
of the network lifetime, since the sensor network is assumed relatively static. The mediator nodes lie between
the source node and the cache nodes and they are closer
to source node, in number of hops. The distance between
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source node and mediator nodes is deﬁned by the TTL value that source node assigns to invalidation messages.
When a mediator node receives an invalidation message
and the distance from the source node is equal to TTL value, then it can cache the data item.
Because of the proximity between the source node and
the mediator nodes, the communication is push-based,
since the communication overhead will be relatively small.
Thus, the source node and its mediator nodes can form an
overlay network that could offer a valid data item to cache
nodes. At the same time the communication between the
mediator nodes and cache nodes is pull-based. Every time
a new request is arrived in cache node, it has to poll the
source node for fresh data. However, towards the path to
the source node a mediator node can reply to polling
message and offer valid data. Because the push and pull
operations can be performed asynchronously and simultaneously, the communication overhead and the query latency can be reduced. Fig. 1 depicts an example that
illustrates the NICC approach.
The next subsection describes the selection of mediator
nodes, whereas Sections 4.2–4.4 present the major components of NICC.
4.1. Selection of mediator nodes
A wireless multimedia sensor network is abstracted as a
graph GðV; EÞ, where V is the set of its nodes, and E is the
set of radio connections between the nodes. An edge
e ¼ ðu; v Þ; u; v 2 E exists if and only if u is in the transmission range of v and vice versa. The network is assumed to
be in a connected state. The set of neighbors of a node v
is represented by N 1 ðv Þ, i.e., N 1 ðv Þ ¼ fu : ðv ; uÞ 2 Eg. The
set of two-hop nodes of node v, i.e., the nodes which are
the neighbors of node v’s neighbors except for the nodes
that are the neighbors of node v, is represented by N 2 ðv Þ,
i.e., N 2 ðv Þ ¼ fw : ðu; wÞ 2 E; where w–v and w R N 1 and
ðv ; uÞ 2 Eg. The combined set of one-hop and two-hop
neighbors of v is denoted as N 12 ðv Þ.

Deﬁnition 1. (Local network view of node v ). The local
network view, denoted as LNv , of a graph G(V,E) w.r.t. a
node v 2 V is the induced subgraph of G associated with the
set of vertices in N 12 ðv Þ.
A path from u 2 V to w 2 V has the common meaning of
an alternating sequence of vertices and edges, beginning
with u and ending with w. The length of a path is the number of intervening edges. We denote by dG ðu; wÞ the distance between u and w, i.e., the minimum length of any
path connecting u and w in G, where by deﬁnition
dG ðv ; v Þ ¼ 0; 8v 2 V and dG ðu; wÞ ¼ dG ðw; uÞ; 8u; w 2 V.
Note that the distance is not related to network link costs
(e.g., latency), but it is a purely abstract metric measuring
the number of hops. Let ruw ¼ rwu denote the number of
shortest paths from u 2 V to w 2 V (by deﬁnition, ruu ¼ 0
). Let ruw ðv Þ denote the number of shortest paths from u
to w that some vertex v 2 V lies on. Then, we deﬁne the
node importance index NIðv Þ of a vertex v as:
Deﬁnition 2. The NIðv Þ of a vertex

NIðv Þ ¼

X
u–v –w2V

ruw ðv Þ
:
ruw

v is equal to:
ð1Þ

Large values for the NI index of a node v indicate that
this node v can reach others on relatively short paths, or
that the node v lies on considerable fractions of shortest
paths connecting others. Fig. 2 illustrates this metric,
which is actually the betweenness centrality index as deﬁned in the social networks literature [37]. Although, several other centrality metrics exist in the relevant literature
(e.g., closeness centrality, spectral centrality), the NI index
is the most appropriate for our target application, because
the requests are directed from (potentially) any sensor to
(potentially) any other sensor and thus we must seek for
nodes that lie on many communicating paths among any
pair of nodes. If, on the contrast, our target application
was the dissemination of messages from a singe source
to any other networks, then closeness centrality (or spectral centrality) would be more appropriate.
Apparently, when estimating the NI index for each sensor node using the whole network topology we obtain a
very informative picture of which nodes reside in a large
number of shortest paths between other nodes. Fortunately, even when we calculate the NI indexes of the nodes
taking into account only their k-hop ðk ¼ 2 or 3Þ neighborhood, the picture about the relative importance of the

Fig. 1. An example of NICC approach.

Fig. 2. Calculation of NI for a sample graphs. The numbers in parentheses
denote the NI index of the respective node considering the whole WMSN
topology.
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Table 2
NI index of the nodes belonging to LN V 11 .
n(ode)

NIV 11 ðnÞ

n(ode)

NIV 11 ðnÞ

n(ode)

NIV 11 ðnÞ

V1
V2
V3
V4

0
0
0
0

V5
V6
V7
V8

0
6
6.33
12.67

V9
V 10
V 11
V 12

0
7
44.33
81.67

nodes remains very accurate. For instance, the NI index for
the nodes belonging to LNV 11 (see Fig. 2) are indicated in
Table 2. For more information regarding the ‘‘localized”
behaviour of this metric the interested reader is directed
to [38]. The calculation of this localized metric, i.e., NI is
quite low, and for neighborhoods comprised by m nodes
and  edges, each sensor computes this metrics for its
neighbors in time Oðm  Þ (for such and algorithm, consult
[38]).
The next subsection explains the knowledge that each
sensor node is supposed to have in order to execute the
NICC cooperative cache consistency protocol.

4.2. Push–pull based approach
The source node ‘‘pushes” data and invalidation reports
to all nodes within time-to-live (TTL) hops away. Each
invalidation report is associated with a TTL, which determines the scope the invalidation report can reach. TTL value is initiated by the source node and it is decremented
every time the data item passes from a sensor node. A node
can listen the invalidation report when it is within a distance less than TTL number of hops from the source node.
Additionally, we assume a sensor network in which the
nodes exchange with their neighbors ‘‘Hello” messages
(beacon messages), which contain the list of their neighbors. Thus, every node is aware of its two-hop
neighborhood.
Mediator nodes are designated separately by each node
of the network, according to the node importance value.
Every node calculates the NI index of its 1-hop neighbors.
The node uses this information in order to characterize
some of its neighbors as mediator nodes; the minimum
set of neighbors with the larger NI which ‘‘cover” its 2hop neighborhood are the mediator nodes for that node;
mediator nodes undertake the task of rebroadcasting the
invalidation reports of source nodes within TTL distance
and they can use invalidation reports to check whether
their cached copies are valid. The rebroadcasting of invalidation reports contributes to the reduction of communication overhead, that implies the push-based strategy. Thus,
the number of messages that is being disseminated in order to transmit the invalidation reports are minimized.
Each source node sends periodic invalidation reports –
these intervals are set by the parameter of the system
DUI (data update interval). The invalidation reports include
dataID, data item (if changed, otherwise the null value),
TTL (in number of hops), and version number. If the data
item has been modiﬁed during the data update interval,
the source node will issue an update message to its mediator nodes in order to inform them about the update. The

update message include the modiﬁed data item. For every
data item, each source node maintains the following
information:
1.
2.
3.
4.

dataID,
data item,
size,
version.

The fact that a source node deﬁnes a TTL value, does not
imply that every intermediate hop node (up to hopCount = TTL) will cache the data item. The data item is cached only in an elected mediator node whose distance
from the source node (in number of hops) equals the TTL
value. Thus, we create a ring of nodes around the source
node where the invalidation reports are pushed and valid
copies are cached. Every mediator node could cache data
items from different source nodes.
The communication between mediator nodes and their
cache nodes is pull-based. Cache nodes lies between mediator nodes and requester nodes and cache data items for
subsequent requests. Every time an ordinary node asks
for data from a source node, the request initially reaches
a cache node. In case of strong consistency required (not
just weak or D consistency), cache node forwards the request through the routing path until it reaches a mediator
node of the source node, whose distance from the source
node equals TTL hops. Every request includes the dataID,
the version, src-req (the id of the requester node). If the
mediator has a valid and fresher than request version of
the saught data in its cache, then it sends a reply packet
that includes dataID, data item, version, src-med (the id
is the mediator node). If the version of the request is identical to that of mediator node then an AckPacket is sent
which includes dataID, version, src-med (the id the mediator node). In case of an invalid data item, the mediator
node holds the request until the next Invalidation report
arrives and appropriate reply is sent. A mediator data item
is considered valid when its TTR (time-to-refresh) value is
greater than zero. In case that no mediator node along the
routing path containing the seeked data item is not found,
the request eventually reaches the source node. The source
node sends the reply to the requester node. The requester
node does not cache the data item since it is not able to receive the invalidation reports (we consider the case where
strong consistency required – not just weak or D consistency). Thus, each time a requester node tries to communicate with either a mediator or a source node.
Based on the above idea, we describe the NICC protocol.
For example, suppose that sensor node SNa in Fig. 3 issue a
request for data item x that is placed in data center DC and
has been pushed to mediator nodes. TTL value is assumed
to be 2. The square nodes are considered to be the mediators nodes of the sensor network, while triangle nodes are
considered to be the cache nodes. In the beginning sensor
node SNa sends a request to cache node SN c . Upon receiving the request, cache node checks the consistency level
of the request. If D consistency is required and the D value
equals zero or strong consistency required, cache node will
forward the request to data center. Towards the path to
data center, the request arrives to sensor node SNf which
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3. average number of hops of nodes requesting the data
item,
4. data size.

is a mediator node for data item x. If the mediator has a valid and fresher version of the requested data item in its
cache, then it sends a reply packet to cache node SN c with
the new version of data item. Cache node caches the new
version of data item x and forwards the reply to SNa . If
the version of the request is identical to that of mediator
node then an AckPacket is sent.

When the mediator node gets a request message, it extracts the number of hops that the request has passed
through. According to the number of hops, the mediator
node calculates the average number of hops for each speciﬁc data item it stores. The bigger the average number
of hops, the more likely to remain in the cache. This occurs
in order to achieved query latency reduction, since the remote sensor node should not wait until the request reaches
the source node. The access rate indicates the frequency
that a cached item is being requested, while the update
rate determines the frequency that a data item is being
modiﬁed. The higher the rate access a data item, the more
likely to remain in cache. The higher the rate of modiﬁcation of a data item, the smaller the chance to remain in
cache. Finally, the bigger the size of an object is, the more
likely to be removed from the cache. Therefore, a mediator
node, during cache replacement, calculates a value for each
data item. Data item with the smaller value is replaced. The
evaluation function, for each data item i located in the
cache, is as follows:

4.3. Consistency requirements

Valueðdi Þ ¼

Fig. 3. An example of NICC operation when strong consistency or D
consistency required and the D value equals zero.

NICC can provide query requests with different levels of
consistency. In this case, we introduce the concept of cache
node. Cache nodes are placed between mediator nodes and
the requester node. A request is initially forwarded to a
cache node. If only weak-consistency is required, cache
node can send immediately a reply back to the requester
node. If D consistency is required and the D value is larger
than zero, cache node can also serve immediately the request. However, if D value equals zero or strong consistency is required, the cache node has to poll the mediator
node in order to check the consistency of data item. The
mediator node can compare the versions and answer the
cache node. If the mediator node has a valid copy of the
data item, a reply message is sent back to the cache node.
Otherwise, it will wait for the next invalidation message
from the source node. Thus, the concept of cache node is
used in case we must ensure ‘delta’ or ‘weak’ consistency.
Cache nodes can be selected using the NICoCa protocol [21]
or the PCICC protocol [22].
4.4. Cache replacement policy
Even though the cache capacity of individual sensors
may be in the order of gigabytes (e.g., NAND ﬂash) the
development of an effective and intelligent replacement
policy is mandatory to cope with the overwhelming size
of multimedia data generated in WMSNs. The cache
replacement policy used in every node, either mediator
or cache node (in the following discussion we examine
mediator nodes) considers the following characteristics of
the data items:
1. update rate,
2. access rate,

ARi  AvgHopsi
;
URi  Sizei

where AR refers to access rate, AvgHops is the average
number of Hops, and UR denotes update rate. The update
rate of every data item is evaluated by mediator nodes
based on the data item refresh rate.
4.5. Radio irregularity
For the design of all the components of the proposed
cooperative cache consistency protocol, we assumed that
the communication links among the sensors are bidirectional (see Section 3). Though, this assumption may not always hold, e.g., [39]. Even in this case, the protocol’s
semantics would not change. In particular, the NI metric
would remain the same, but its calculation would be more
CPU-intensive; its computational complexity would not be
that reported in Section 4.1 using a breadth-ﬁrst algorithm
[38], but it would require the use of the Dijkstra’s algorithm. The rest of the protocol components, i.e., push, pull,
replacement policy would not require any changes.
The existence of radio irregularity could deteriorate the
expected performance of the protocol when this irregularity would be located in ‘‘dense” areas of the network. With
the assumption of bidirectionality, the sensors residing in
dense areas usually have a quite large value for the NI index, and therefore can route messages from sources to destinations with small latency. High ‘‘concentration” of radio
irregularity in such areas would alter the distribution of
sensors with large NI values, and thus increase latency.
Of course, such performance degradation would be expected for all cooperative caching protocols, because radio
irregularity signiﬁcantly reduces the number of alternative
routes for messages and creates congestion and higher
drop rates.
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5. Performance evaluation
We evaluated the performance of the NICC protocol
through simulation experiments. We conducted a large
number of experiments with various parameters, and compared the performance of NICC to the state-of-the-art cache
consistency policy for MANETs, namely RPCC [19].
We do not compare NICC to PReCinCt scheme [20], because it can not be applied in sensor networks since it requires by the sensor nodes to know the approximate
geographic locations of other sensors. In PReCinCt scheme,
it is not also obvious which is the exact number of regions
and how to be set dynamically in a sensor network where
sensor nodes are dispersed non-uniformly in a large target
area and are not equipped with GPS-like hardware. Additionally, the number of nodes that reside in each region
is obscure. According to NICC and RPCC protocols, a node
does not need to be informed about the approximate locations of other nodes.

5.1. Simulation model
We have developed a simulation model based on the JSim simulator [12]. In our simulations, the AODV [40]
MANET routing protocol is deployed to route the data trafﬁc in the wireless multimedia sensor network. Although
other routing schemes, like GPSR [41], are more appropriate for sensor networks, for reasons of fair comparison
with the competitor we employ this routing protocol;
though we conducted the experiments using GPSR as well
to conﬁrm that the relative performance of the algorithms
remains the same, and, for the interest of space, we include
only a couple of representative graphs. We use IEEE 802.11
as the MAC protocol and the free space model as the radio
propagation model. The wireless bandwidth is assumed to
be 2 Mbps. Additionally, the radio characteristics used in
our simulations are summarized in Table 3. To test the
validity of the experiments in more radio-starving environments, we also conducted experiments using the IEEE
802.15.4 as the MAC protocol.
The protocols has been tested for a variety of sensor
network topologies, to simulate sensor networks with
varying levels of node degree, from 4 to 10. We also conducted experiments by choosing the number of nodes between 100 and 500. In order to achieve the protocols’
network operation, we run each protocol at least 100 times
for each different node degree. In addition, in our experiments we evaluate the protocol efﬁciency under two different set of data item sizes. Each data item has size that
is uniformly distributed from 1 KB to 10 KB for the ﬁrst
set, and from 1 MB to 5 MB for the second set.
The network topology consists of many square grid
units where one or more nodes are placed. The number
of square grid units depends on the number of nodes and
the node degree. The topologies are generated according
to the algorithm described in [42]. Initially, all the nodes
are placed uniformly and independently. The location of
each of the n sensor nodes is uniformly distributed
between the point ðx ¼ 0; y ¼ 0Þ and the point ðx ¼ 2000;
y ¼ 2000Þ. All n  ðn  1Þ=2 potential edges in the network

Table 3
Radio characteristics used in our simulations.
Operation

Energy dissipated

Transmitter/receiver electronics
Transmit ampliﬁer if dtoBS 6 d0

Eelec ¼ 50 nJ=bit
efs ¼ 10 pJ=bit=m2

Transmit ampliﬁer if dtoBS P d0
Data aggregation

emp ¼ 0:0013 pJ=bit=m4
EDA ¼ 5 nJ=bit=signal

are sorted by their lengths in ascending order. The length
of the n  d=2th shortest edge is chosen as the transmission
range R. The ﬁrst n  d=2 edges in the list remain in the
graph. Other edges are eliminated, making sure that the
graph generated is a unit disk graph and has average degree equal to d. However, the J-Sim simulator artiﬁcially
divides the whole simulated area into subareas where each
subarea is a square grid unit. Two sensor nodes are neighbors if they placed in the same grid or in adjacent grids. In
order to set the grid unit size, we compute the maximum
side of square that ﬁt in the circle with radius R. Therefore,
the
pﬃﬃﬃ grid unit size corresponding to the value of d is equal to
2 times the length of the edge at position n  d=2 in the
sorted sequence. Finally, each candidate graph is checked
for connectivity. If it is not connected, the procedure is repeated until a connected graph is generated.
The simulation area is assumed of size 2000 m 2000 m
and is divided into equal sized square grid units. Beginning
with the lower grid unit, the units are named as 1; 2; . . . ; in
a column-wise fashion.
The query model is similar to what have been used in
previous studies [19]. Each sensor node generates readonly query requests with an exponential distributed query
interval. They also generates an independent stream of
updates to its source data with an exponential distributed
update interval. The access pattern of sensor nodes is: (a)
location independent, that is, sensor nodes decide independently the data of interest; each sensor node generates
accesses to the data following the uniform distribution,
and (b) Zipﬁan with h ¼ 0:8, where groups of nodes residing in neighboring grids (25 grids with size 400 m 400 m)
have the same access pattern. We tested the protocols both
for Zipﬁan access pattern and for uniform access pattern. In
case of Zipﬁan access pattern we conducted experiments
with varying h values between 0.1 and 1.0. For the interest
of space, we present only the results for h ¼ 0:8 since we
believe that it is the most representative access pattern.
One data item is assigned to each sensor node and so the
total number of data items is 100 in case of 100 sensor
nodes topology and 500 in case of 500 sensor nodes
topology. The simulation system parameters are listed in
Table 4.

5.2. Performance metrics
The measured quantities include the number of hits (local, remote and global), the average query latency, the
message overhead, the residual energy level of the sensor
nodes and the impact of invalidation message’s TTL on
the system performance. The query latency is the time
elapsed between the query is sent and the data is transmit-
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number of local hits does not imply an effective caching
policy, unless it is accompanied by small number of global
hits, since the cost of global hits vanishes the beneﬁts of local hits. The independent parameter in all these experiments was the cache size of the sensors. In any case, the
local sensor ﬂash storage ranges from 1% to 10% of the total
size of all distinct multimedia data.

Table 4
Simulation parameters.
Parameter

Default value

Range

# Items (N)
Smin (KB)
Smax (KB)
Smin (MB)
Smax (MB)
Zipﬁan h
# Nodes(n)
# Requests per node
Bandwidth (Mbps)
Query interval

100
1
10
1
5
0.8
100
200
2
20 s for items with KB size
3 min for items with MB-size
2 min for items with KB size
20 min for items with MB-size
75
37.5
3 hops

100–500

Update interval
Client cache size (KB)
Client cache size (MB)
TTL

100–500
100–200

5.3. Evaluation

10–100
15–65
3–6

ted back to the requester, and average query latency is the
query latency averaged over all the queries. A commonly
used message overhead metric is the total number of messages injected into the network by the query process. The
message overhead includes all the query and response
messages of locating and retrieving data. The three different types of hits are the following:
1. Local hit (LH): the requested datum is cached by the
node which issued the request, and it is valid.
2. Remote hit (RH): the requested datum is cached by a
node and this node has at least one mediator residing
along the path from the requesting node to the source
node for that datum.
3. Global hit (GH): the requested datum is acquired from
its source node.
Evidently, a small number of global hits implies less
network congestion, and thus fewer collisions and packet
drops. Moreover, large number of remote hits proves the
effectiveness of cooperation and coherency check. A large

We performed a number of experiments varying the
size of the sensornet (in terms of the number of its sensor
nodes), varying the access proﬁle of the sensor nodes, and
the cache size relative to the aggregate size of all data
items. In particular, we performed experiments for 100
and 500 sensors, for cache size equal to 1%, 5% and 10%
of the aggregated size of all distinct multimedia data, for
access pattern with h equal to 0.8 (skewed access pattern),
for average sensor node degree equal to 4 (spare sensornet)
and 10 (dense sensornet), and for data item size equal to a
few kilobytes (KB) and also equal to a few megabytes (MB).
We partition the graphs in two large groups w.r.t. whether
they deal with small KB-sized ﬁles or large MB-sized multimedia ﬁles. Finally, we present the impact of different
TTL values. Following the same methodology as that of
RPCC, we set the TTL equal to 3. The effect of different
TTL values will be discussed in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.1. Experiments with large data items
The purpose of this set of experiments is to examine the
performance of the coherence algorithms when they have
to deal with large multimedia ﬁles, e.g., image ﬁles, queried by the sensornet.
All ﬁgures show that both schemes exhibit better average query latency, hit ratio (local,remote and global) and
message overhead by varying the cache size from 15 MB
to 65 MB for both sparse and dense sensor deployments.
This is because more required data items can be found in
the local cache as the cache gets larger. The results are
illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. The ﬁrst prevalent observation
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Fig. 4. Impact of cache size on hits (MB-sized ﬁles) in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 100 sensors.
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is that the performance of the proposed algorithm is always better than the performance of its competitor. The
NICC scheme achieves always higher number of remote
hits than RPCC scheme, since the mediator nodes located
in central points of the sensor network. Also, NICC achieves
a smaller number of global hits than RPCC. Thus, source
nodes do not become hot spots of communication and
the workload is signiﬁcant smaller than those of RPCC protocol. Additionally, NICC achieves a performance gain in
terms of local hits.
The second prevalent observation is that the performance gap between NICC and RPCC is larger for the sparser
sensor network deployments. This is true for the subsequent performance metrics as well. This is due to the fact
that in denser deployments, NICC takes better decisions
regarding the selection of the relay peers. This is apparent
when examining the graphs depicting the relative remaining energy per sensor (cf. Figs. 14 and 15). Therefore, the ad
hoc and highly parameterized methods for the selection of
nodes which will have ‘‘special roles” (mediators vs. relay

peers) have a profound impact on the performance of the
consistency check algorithms.
Then, we evaluated the performance of the algorithms
with respect to the average latency incurred for varying
cache sizes, when the transmitted ﬁles have sized of a
few megabytes for both sparse and dense sensor network
deployments. The results are depicted in Figs. 6 and 7.
The latency incurred by NICC is 20–30% smaller than that
of RPCC. Due to cache replacement policy and the central
points that mediator nodes located, the query requests
are served faster than that of RPCC. We can also observe
that in NICC the reduction of response time for cache sizes
between 37.5 MB and 65 MB is not signiﬁcantly high. It is
worth noting that NICC always reach the near optimum
performance when the cache size is equal to 37.5 MB. This
demonstrates the low cache space requirement.
Additionally, we evaluated the performance of the algorithms with respect to the number of transmitted messages for varying cache sizes for both sparse and dense
sensor network deployments. The results are depicted in
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Fig. 5. Impact of cache size on hits (MB-sized ﬁles) in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 500 sensors.
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Figs. 8 and 9. The relative results follow the same trends
that we observed in the previous experiment; there is a
close connection between the messages and latency, since
the more the number of messages transmitted, the more
intense the competition for the broadcast channels is,
and thus many more collisions occur, which collectively
aggravate the average latency. The number of messages
in sparse networks is larger than those in dense networks.
This is due to the number of hops that a message request
should pass by until it reaches a responding node. In sparse
networks the number of hops increases in contrast to
dense networks.
Figs. 10 and 11 evaluates the performance in terms of
query latency (in log scale) with varying values of request
interval and update interval. Fig. 10a and Fig. 11a illustrate
that query latency is a bit bigger for small values of request
interval. This is because the network trafﬁc increases as the
request interval decreases. Thus, a delay occurs due to
channel congestion. Both ﬁgures present a signiﬁcant performance gain of NICC over RPCC. In NICC requests are

served by mediator nodes that located in central points
of network topology. So the round trip time of request is
smaller. Fig. 10b and Fig. 11b show the results under different update interval. We note that there is not a signiﬁcant
difference of both protocols in terms of query latency as
the update interval widens. Both protocols have a slightly
worse performance for small update intervals, since more
invalidation messages are disseminated by source nodes.
This results in larger network trafﬁc. Finally, we can observe that NICC performs also better than RPCC. These
graphs also conﬁrm the signiﬁcance of the caching as a latency-reduction mechanism; the NICC protocols achieves
50% reduction in latency compared to the no-caching
approach.
Fewer communication messages lead to less network
trafﬁc and energy communication. Therefore, a good algorithm should send a small number of messages. Figs. 12
and 13 evaluates the performance in terms of network trafﬁc with varying values of request interval and update
interval. As we can see, the RPCC protocol always leads
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Fig. 13. Network trafﬁc (MB-sized ﬁles) according to: (a) request interval, (b) update interval for a WMSN with 500 sensors.

to a heavy communication overhead. We can also observe
that the request interval and update interval did not affect
the performance of both protocols, except from the case of
small values.
From the obtained results concerning the number of
hits and transmitted messages, we draw the conclusion
that the proposed protocol is more energy efﬁcient than
its competitor. To validate this conclusion we plotted the
relative difference between the amount of consumed energy for each sensor node of the WMSN after the execution
of NICC and after the execution of RPCC, taking averages
after several runs of the simulation. The results are depicted in Figs. 14 and 15. It is indicative that there is not
any single sensor which runs NICC with less remaining energy than the respective energy it has after the completion
of RPCC. In NICC each sensor node elects the more signiﬁcant nodes of its two-hop neighborhood according to its local network view. Therefore, nearby nodes may elect
different nodes as mediator nodes. Mediator nodes election

process depends on sensor nodes that originate and broadcast a message. Thus, energy consumption of sensor nodes
is signiﬁcantly less intense in NICC than by RPCC, since only
mediator nodes rebroadcast an invalidation report and
mediator nodes lie in ‘central’ points of network topology.
Additionally, due to the distributed election of mediator
nodes by each sensor node, the NICC protocol achieves a
balanced energy consumption among sensor nodes, which
is a desirable goal in protocol design according to [43] if we
want to prolong the sensor network lifetime. NICC avoids
the drawback of a centralized static election process of
mediator nodes that will lead in a fast battery depletion
of mediator nodes.
Moreover, for both cases, that of KB-sized items (Figs.
26 and 27) and MB-sized items, we observe that the energy
gains of NICC are greater in the case of dense network
topology, since the selection of mediator nodes is more
accurate. Finally, all ﬁgures attest that the RPCC causes a
big energy depletion of sensor nodes. Such situation is
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Fig. 14. % difference of energy consumption (MB-sized ﬁles) in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 500 sensors when it executes NICC w.r.t.
when it executes RPCC.

Fig. 15. % difference of energy consumption (MB-sized ﬁles) in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 100 sensors when it executes NICC w.r.t.
when it executes RPCC.

undesirable, since may cause network partition and thus
make the WMSN useless.
5.3.2. Experiments with small data items
A signiﬁcant question arises whether these relative results still hold when the sensornet has to deal with smaller
multimedia ﬁles, with size equal to a few kilobytes.
Although it is considered that WMSNs will deal with MBsized images of video ﬁles, it might be the case that the
sensor nodes will exchange smaller images as well. To
investigate the performance of the cache coherence protocols for this case, we performed the same set of experiments but for KB-sized ﬁles and here we demonstrate a
subset of the results obtained.
The general observations that we recorded for the case
of large MB-size ﬁles, still hold for this case; NICC achieves
signiﬁcantly smaller number of global hits and larger number of remote hits than RPCC does. It is not worthy to comment on each individual performance graph (Figs. 16–27),

since in all cases NICC has a better performance; it achieves
again 25% more remote hits and 50% less global hits than
RPCC. The results also in terms of average query latency
and number of messages are almost the same.

5.3.3. Impact of TTL on system performance
Each cache node can reach immediately a mediator
node if there are many mediator nodes in the network. This
implies that the network trafﬁc between source node and
mediator nodes will increase, since a great number of
invalidation messages have to be disseminated in the network. However, the communication overhead between
mediator nodes and cache nodes will be reduced. The
number of hops that a request has to passed through, in order to reach a mediator node, will be minimized. On the
contrary, if the number of mediator nodes is small, we will
achieve a reduced communication overhead between
source nodes and mediator nodes, but the communication
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Fig. 16. Impact of sensor cache size on hits (KB-sized ﬁles) in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 100 sensors.
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Fig. 17. Impact of sensor cache size on hits (KB-sized ﬁles) in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 500 sensors.
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Fig. 19. Impact of cache size on latency (KB-sized ﬁles) in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 500 sensors.
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Fig. 20. Impact of cache size on number of messages (KB-sized ﬁles) in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 100 sensors.
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Fig. 22. Query latency (KB-sized ﬁles) according to: (a) request interval, (b) update interval for a WMSN with 100 sensors.
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Fig. 25. Network trafﬁc (KB-sized ﬁles) according to: (a) request interval, (b) update interval for a WMSN with 500 sensors.

Fig. 26. % difference of energy consumption (KB-sized ﬁles) in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 500 sensors when it executes NICC w.r.t.
when it executes RPCC.

Fig. 27. % difference of energy consumption (KB-sized ﬁles) in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 100 sensors when it executes NICC w.r.t.
when it executes RPCC.
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Fig. 28. Impact of TTL value on: (a) number of messages, (b) latency, (c) number of hits in WMSN with 500 sensors.

overhead between requester nodes and mediator nodes
will be enlarged.
We vary the TTL value from 3 to 6 hops. The results are
depicted in Fig. 28. NICC has a slightly better performance
in terms of number of messages as the TTL value increases.
However, the query latency remains almost the same in all
cases. On the contrary, in RPCC, the number of messages
increases signiﬁcantly with increasing TTL value. Also,
the query latency increases according to TTL value.
5.3.4. Cache replacement experiments
Cache replacement policy is a signiﬁcant component of
the NICC protocol. An effective and efﬁcient replacement
policy is requisite to deal with the huge amount of data
generated in sensor networks. In these set of experiments,
the cache replacement policy discussed in Section 4.4 is
compared with GD-Size replacement policy [44], which is
selected as the best replacement policy with proven (online) optimality.
Figs. 29 and 30 present the impact of cache replacement
policies on latency. The proposed policy NICC outperforms
the GD-Size policy (denoted as NICC_GDS) for all cache
sizes. The ﬁrst reason of the performance gains of the pro-

posed policy is the parameter AvgHops that is included in
the replacement function during the calculation of the utility value for a data item. As the distance between the requester node and the responding node increases, the
cached data item is more possible to remain in the cache.
Thus, the proposed policy attempts to keep in cache the
data items that are requested by nodes that are further
away. Caching these data items reduce latency, energy dissipation and save bandwidth for subsequent requests
about the same items. The second reason is that GD-Size
did not take into account the update rate and the popularity of a data item. The proposed policy favors data items
that is not modiﬁed frequently and have a big access rate.
Figs. 31 and 32 evaluate the performance in terms of
number of hits. We observe that the proposed policy
achieves better results in local, remote and global cache hits
as compared to those with GD-Size. This is because the proposed policy favors the remotely requested, small data
items with high popularity. Additionally, the GD-Size policy
did not take into account the update rate of a data item.
Finally, it is very interesting to present the difference
between sparse and dense networks. In sparse networks
(Fig. 29a, Fig. 30a, Fig. 31a, Fig. 32a) the performance gains
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Fig. 29. Impact of cache replacement on latency in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 100 sensors.
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of the proposed policy decrease as the cache size increases.
This is because for large values of cache size the cache
replacements reduce signiﬁcantly, since there is enough
cache space for many data items. Additionally, in sparse
networks the number of neighboring nodes is small and
thus the number of data items to be cached is also small.
However in dense networks (Fig. 29b, Fig. 30b, Fig. 31b,
Fig. 32b) the proposed policy performs better then GD-Size
when the cache size increases. This is due to the large
number of neighboring nodes. When the cache size is very
small, the replacements of data items are very often, while
the candidate data items to be cached are signiﬁcantly
more than those in sparse networks. Thus, the local and remote cache hits decrease while the global hits increase.
5.3.5. Impact of network density and cache size on number of
replicas and mediators
In these set of experiments we examined the impact of
cache size and node degree on the number of mediator
nodes and replicas for NICC protocol. Fig. 33 presents the

average number of replicas of a data item that have been
cached in mediator nodes. When the cache space is small
the number of replicas of a data item is also small. This is
because the size of cache cannot allow a huge number of
replicas to be cached. Additionally, when the cache size increases we observe that the number of replicas is also increases. However, varying the levels of node degree we
detect a different system performance. This is due to the
number of neighboring nodes. When the number of neighboring nodes is big, the number of nearby mediator nodes
increases. Thus, the number of replicas that are pushed in
mediator nodes is also big.
Fig. 34 illustrates the average number of replicas that
have been cached in each mediator node. It is obvious that
with increasing values of node degree and cache space, the
number of cached replicas in mediator nodes is also augmented. This is because each mediator node has much
more neighboring nodes and therefore it receives many
replicas to be cached. Thus, each mediator node exploit
better its cache space by caching more data items.
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Fig. 32. Impact of cache replacement on hits in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 500 sensors.
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Finally, in Fig. 35 we examine the average number of
mediator nodes that are generated in the entire sensor network. We observe that for sparse sensor networks the
number of mediator nodes is big enough. However, for
dense sensor networks the number of mediator nodes is
decreased between 25% and 30% of the entire set of sensor
nodes. This is because many sensor nodes detect the same
nodes as important.
Even though all the aforementioned results concern the
AODV routing protocol with an IEEE 802.11 MAC layer, the
relative performance results still holds in different protocol/layer conﬁgurations. To test this argument we performed a few more experiments: In the ﬁrst set of
experiments we experimented with the AODV routing protocol with an IEEE 802.15.4 as the MAC layer, and in a couple of experiments we investigated the GPSR protocol with
an IEEE 802.11 MAC layer.
We investigated the impact of cache size on the number
of hits, latency incurred and transmitted messages for the
two protocols, but, with the IEEE 802.15.4 as the MAC
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Fig. 36. Impact of sensor cache size on hits (KB-sized ﬁles) in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 100 sensors and 802.15.4 MAC protocol.
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Fig. 41. Impact of cache size on number of messages (KB-sized ﬁles) in: (a) sparse ðd ¼ 4Þ, (b) dense ðd ¼ 10Þ WMSN with 500 sensors and 802.15.4 MAC
protocol.
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layer. The results are illustrated in Figs. 36–41 (they are the
analogous of Figs. 16–21). Although there exists differences in the absolute values of the measured quantities because this MAC supports much lower bit-rates, the relative
performance of the protocols and the generic trends remain unchanged. Therefore, there is no need to comment
in details the performance of the algorithms, because the
observations made earlier still hold for this MAC layer.
The investigation of the impact of the cache size on the incurred latency when using the GPSR routing protocol in a
sensornet with 500 nodes is depicted in Fig. 42. There is
no noticeable difference in the performance of the cooperative cache consistency algorithms, which is expected
since the cooperation scheme is the major factor that affects the performance, and not the routing scheme.
In conclusions, in all the conducted experiments, the
NICC protocol proved superior to its competitor; the main
reason for that is the wiser selection of the nodes that will
play the role of the coordinator in the caching decisions.
NICC takes into consideration the position of the sensor
nodes, whereas RPCC makes a ‘blind’ selection.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

6. Discussion
The recent advances in miniaturization, the creation of
low-power circuits, and the development of cheap CMOS
cameras and microphones gave birth to Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks. WMSNs are expected to fuel many
new applications and boost the already existing ones.
Based on the recent progress in the design and development of NAND ﬂash storage devices, which are expected
to provide almost unlimited storage capacity to sensor
nodes, this article identiﬁed cooperative caching as a vital
solution for achieving both target of WMSNs, and proposed
a cache consistency protocol, the NICC protocol, suitable
deployment in WMSNs. The protocol ‘‘detects” which sensor nodes are most ‘‘central” in the network neighborhoods
and gives to them the role of mediator in order to somehow coordinate the cache refresh decisions. The proposed
protocol is evaluated with J-Sim and its performance is
compared to that of a state-of-the-art cooperative cache
consistency protocol for MANETs. The obtained results attest the superiority of the proposed protocol which is able
to reduce the global hits at an average percentage of 30%,
increase the remote hits due to the more effective sensor
cooperation and cache refresh policy at an average percentage of about 25%, and provide better energy management than its competitor.
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